EasyCash

An intelligent software solution
designed for cash allocation

Are you struggling with
the processing of Cheques,
Remittances and EFTs?
You’re not alone. These operations are often manual, tedious and time-consuming, but
it doesn’t have to be. What if a software would do this for you?
Our EasyCash on-premise solution leverages advanced Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) technology that allows for cheque and remittance key information to be extracted
accurately from printed and hand-written documents. Cheques are matched to your
ERP system records, and logical tests (on dollar amounts, for instance) are performed to
ensure that extracted information is accurate.

What if you could introduce a digital workforce to automate
your cash application tasks?
Windmill has designed and implemented an advanced payment processing solution
that offers deep automation to the repetitive manual tasks required to process
cheques, remittances, and EFTs.
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EasyCash

An intelligent software solution
designed for cash allocation

EasyCash offers enterprise-class features,
scalable to your needs.

Cheque Processing: Touchless extraction of key details: amount, date, account information
EFT Processing: Automatic extraction of payment information from a provided bank file or website
Remittance Processing: Touchless import of remittances, paper and other electronic forms
with Windmill’s Assumptive Cash Application feature:
• Automatic Extraction of Details (invoice, account number, amounts, etc.)
• Hold of remittance information waiting for payment
• Automatic Matching of payments to previous “hold” remittance
• User Interface to manually enter when “auto-matching” fails and apply payments when
remittance was not provided
• Report Tool to display all aged remittances that haven’t been matched

“

EasyCash has allowed us to process payments from our customers in
a quick and efficient manner allowing us to alleviate the data entry
process into our ERP system. Not only we are processing cheques, but
also incoming EFT’s arriving at our bank accounts and matching those
deposits against our customers’ remittances
- Corporate Controller- International Distributor

Benefits of Windmill EasyCash:
Process cheques and remittances easily, extract details automatically
Process EFT’s automatically based on your bank’s transaction report
Match transactions and export information to your accounting system
Dramatically accelerate the processing of your payment documents
Reduce costs, delays and error rates associated to manual processing. Most of our
customers see a 75%+ reduction of keystrokes
For more information and to discover how your business can
empower productivity through automation, visit us online:
www.windmill.services | +1 905.267.3949

